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This is the summary of the Phase 2 Final Evaluation Report for LeftCoast, the Creative
People and Places (CPP) programme for Blackpool and Wyre.
It covers years four to six – November 2016 to October 2019 – of nine years of Arts Council
England funding. We explore the outcomes against the core aims of the programme, review “What
Worked” and end with conclusions and recommendations.

Context
Blackpool and Fleetwood (in Wyre), face
challenging socio-economic issues, with levels
of deprivation amongst the highest in England.
From the 1960s onwards, a decline in the
town’s fortunes has led to a negative
perception of Blackpool nationally. This affects
local confidence, the retention of creative
talent and the ability to attract artists.
LeftCoast operates within a cultural ecology
where the local arts sector is weak, challenged

by an emphasis on the visitor economy, and
austerity has reduced funding opportunities.
Set against these challenges, Blackpool and
Wyre are exciting places, with a strong cultural
identity and “place brand”. There are
opportunities both to play to expectations but
also subvert and surprise. New opportunities
are offered by the two towns’ histories,
geography, changing visitor economy and
regeneration plans.

Highlights
LeftCoast engaged:

70,000
2,896
94%

audience members

participants

Five ambitious Left Behind commissions
explored and challenged national perceptions
of Blackpool.
Two year-long Artist in Residence
programmes were embedded in local estates.

of audiences from lower

engaging groups

43%

RUSH, a spectacular, locally resonant dance
piece, involved a 100+ community cast and
2700+ audience.

from poorest 10% of people

in England
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Two sets of new funding were secured,
each of three years, from the Big Lottery Fund
and Arts Council England (CPP Phase 3).
New innovative partnerships with
commercial partners bolstered cross-sector
partnership working.

Engaging and inspiring more people in the arts
Engaging

Inspiring

LeftCoast reached people from across
Blackpool and Fleetwood, particularly
those least likely to engage in the arts.

The approach inspired people to engage
further with the arts, and created a
community of volunteers.



LeftCoast has a mainly local audience –
63% come from the local area and every
ward in Blackpool and Fleetwood is
represented.



The audience is largely new to the arts –
46% of the audience and participants
hadn’t engaged in the arts at all in the last
year – 94% came from typically lower
engaging groups.



It reached the poorer communities of
Blackpool and Wyre – 43% of local
audiences are among the 10% most
deprived in England, 50% are from social
groups DE.



RUSH proved that social media and ‘word
of mouth’ are the most effective marketing
activities to reach the LeftCoast audience.



People mainly attend larger LeftCoast
events for fun, entertainment and time
with the family. They were also inspired,
captivated and challenged to think
differently about their locality.



Audiences and participants love LeftCoast
events – 96% said they enjoyed them,
90% would recommend to others.



LeftCoast has developed a strong,
committed cohort of volunteers – the
LeftCoast Makers – who have gained skills,
social connections, wellbeing and a wider
community commitment:

It’s made me feel like I could
actually start something
FRONT DOOR participant

Developing wellbeing, confidence and a sense
of community
LeftCoast has used the arts to help local
communities promote wellbeing,
confidence and social connections.




Across the programme, participants and
volunteers noted an increase in confidence
as a result of involvement.
Increased confidence was linked to building
connections with other participants,
working with people they would not have
normally met, being part of a big group
and/or forging new friendships.
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Participants (and volunteers) in specific
workshops felt they’d learnt skills in
making, performing and communicating,
as well as understanding more about
working in the arts.



Participants reported an increased sense of
belonging to their neighbourhood and pride
in place.



Participants in the Artist in Residence
programmes experienced a new way of
viewing themselves and their communities,
along with a validation of their experiences
and skills which are likely to have a lasting
effect.

A stronger local arts sector
Supporting local talent

Elevating the local offer

LeftCoast supported local artists, both
emerging talents and those with more
experience:

The programme has raised the profile of
local arts in a number of ways:







Artists felt very positive about the impact
on their practice – LeftCoast brought them
increased skills in community engagement,
development of their artistic career and
access to unexpected opportunities.
Some artists have gained new networks for
support and skill sharing – a particularly
important gap locally.
LeftCoast needs to continue its partnership
work to develop a strategic approach to
talent development to embed and further
develop the benefits.

It is so much better than I
could of imagined, … it has
helped me in ways I couldn't
of imagined.
Talent Development Artist



Adding scale, quality and reach to local
arts events – such as Lightpool, Wordpool,
and SpareParts.



Raising the profile of local artists –
matching local talent to national
opportunities, and being able to offer
transformational national contacts.



Producing high quality work, such as RUSH
and the LeftBehind commissions, which
have resonance with the local audience.

Developing high quality socially
engaged practice
Through the Artists in Residence programme
and an understanding of, and commitment to,
socially engaged practice locally, LeftCoast has
continued to build on their track record and
developed new partnerships.

Changing perceptions of Blackpool and Wyre
LeftCoast is working to change
perceptions of Blackpool and Wyre both
at local and national levels – especially as
a place to experience culture.



Local people’s perceptions

Local and national artists’
perceptions



Audience members feel a pride in their
place when attending events which feel
place-specific. For example:



Getting involved in writing and performing
RUSH made a huge difference to
participants’ perceptions of, and pride in,
Blackpool.

Both local and non-local artists changed
their perceptions of Blackpool and Wyre as
a result of working with LeftCoast and were
more willing to work there again.

–

SpareParts in Fleetwood reflects the
traditions of the local TramSunday;

–

RUSH was developed to have local
resonance to Blackpool;

Promoting partnerships

–

Lightpool enhances the Blackpool
Illuminations.
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Despite work from LeftCoast, partnerships
designed to change perceptions have been
slow to develop and are complicated by

competing agendas around Blackpool’s
brand.


The imminent opening of Arts B&B, "a
traditional Blackpool Bed and Breakfast re-

imagined by artists", could affect
LeftCoast’s work in this area significantly.


LeftCoast needs to consider whether this is
the best direction to put its energies to
effect change.

Stronger partnerships for change
LeftCoast has developed partnerships
across Blackpool and Wyre, aimed at
bringing high quality arts to the area as a
way to effect social change.




LeftCoast has strong partnerships with
local non-arts sectors, in particular health
and housing, built on the quality of
previous work.



The visitor economy locally sees the value
of adding arts to its mainstream tourist
offer. For example, Blackpool Pleasure
Beach has benefited from its association
with Painting the Town.



LeftCoast is valued for a number of
different elements of their offer:

Partners have faith in LeftCoast, and the
ability of the arts to effect social and
community change. Success in this area is
already generating further national
investment and greater partnership
opportunities.

Arts is becoming a large part
of the discussions at
partnership meetings … and
the County Council is
increasingly coming on board.

–

Adding the spectacular to existing arts
and visitor offer.

–

Embedding community engagement.

–

Talent development.

–

Bringing expertise and experience in
supporting commissioning, marketing,
production and strategic management.



All the above can be a challenge to balance
in particular there is a need to focus on
where new audiences can be reached. This
is the case for SpareParts and Lightpool,
less so for Wordpool which reaches almost
entirely existing audiences. LeftCoast
needs to bear this balance in mind when
planning future delivery.



Socially engaged audience
development: LeftCoast has a
commitment to high quality socially
engaged work, which they challenge their
own projects and their collaborators to
meet. They are effecting long term-change
by moving from exciting people with
spectacle, to engaging them with a fun
approach, to deepening the engagement.
The latter transforms the ways people
interact with art, places and services.

Stakeholder from the Painting the Town
Project.

What worked
Arts Council England’s National Research
Question 3 asks “what works and why?”.
Here are some answers for Phase 2 of
LeftCoast:


A commitment to work alongside local
people: The LeftCoast approach is
grounded in the team’s genuine care for,
and commitment to, the people of the
area. The team position themselves to
work alongside (not for) people, and this
creates a sense of “travelling together”.
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Politically and locally resonant work:
Often involving innovation and risk, this
attracts audiences, and leads to longer
term changes and deeper engagement with
local residents.



LeftCoast’s work echoes Blackpool
itself – the spectacle and ‘glitz’ alongside
the real life of residents. The coming
together of what had been two separate
strands in the RUSH production is a model
for the future, retaining flagship events
while having strong engagement from the
community in the work.



High intensity, high quality arts
experiences: LeftCoast as a team delivers
high quality arts experiences at an intense
level. Because of the amount of work this
generates, there is a need to stop and
reflect at times in order to focus energy
and maximise impact. This is being
developed in partnership with the
evaluators and is built into the next phase
of the programme.

Conclusion and recommendations
Six years into its ten year vision, LeftCoast is
taking a unique and very effective approach to
delivering a CPP programme, appropriate to
the specific needs and opportunities of
Blackpool and Wyre.
LeftCoast has reached new audiences, and
inspired them to engage further in the arts.
This phase has ‘reached’ fewer people than in
the previous phase, but this reflects reduced
budgets as well as a move to work focused
more on deep engagement than spectacle.
LeftCoast is making a commitment to deliver
excellent engagement in the highest quality
art, through an approach to socially engaged
practice that builds on local learning and best
practice from elsewhere.

Recommendations
We consider LeftCoast should continue with, or
bear in mind, the following:
1. Being committed, personally, socially
and politically works – carry on.
2. Local resonance is very important in
attracting audiences to potentially
more challenging work – keep using it.
3. Carry on with the in-depth
engagement – it makes a real
difference to participants and brings
art experiences to others through
family ties.
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4. Carry on supporting small
organisations to add art into the
everyday, attracting new audiences.
5. Continue to work in partnership to
develop a strategic approach to
addressing talent development and
raising the profile of the arts in
Blackpool and the Fylde Coast.
6. With reduced resources in Phase 3,
bear in mind the need to have a
focused approach rather than just
being other people’s “Polyfilla” –
though Polyfilla is necessary
sometimes.
7. Keep remembering things take time –
build in enough space and funding to
fully realise the legacy of key projects.
8. Remember the importance of
communicating online as well as in
person – share achievements and how
people can get involved and learn.
9. Continue to ensure that all outcomes
are clearly monitored to evidence the
wide range of activities and impacts.
10. Carry on with the new, more reflective
approaches and embedding of action
learning.

Evaluation by

